
The Five Shoestring Principles

Principle 1: The Money-Time Continuum
In physics they have something called the space-time continuum basically the
more you travel in space the less you travel in time (going faster) and vice versa,
traveling at the speed of light you basically travel completely in space and not at
all in time (simple definition). In church media creation we have something
similar in the money-time continuum. Basically, if you have money you can
reduce the time it takes to create something and vice versa. If you don’t have
money be prepared to spend more time to accomplish your goals.

Because you are short on money you will undoubtedly be faced with the
dilemma of is it good enough or I can make it better. One of the metrics you will
want to apply is Good/Better/Best. When deciding how much time to put into a
project take into consideration its over all importance. Sometimes good is
good enough. You don’t have the time or the money to make everything best.
Decide what things need to be best, what will work fine at better, and when
good is good enough. You may need someone else to help you make this
decision (like your boss or pastor).

Principle 2: Volunteers
Volunteers are crucial to being successful when you are operating on a
shoestring budget. You CAN’T Do Everything On Your Own!!! You Will Burn
Out, it will be ugly. Select the best volunteers you can find. When looking don’t
forget to look to the youth group as well as singles and retired persons. They
may not walk up to you, its likely that for some you may need to go recruiting.

Three Keys To Successful Volunteers:
1. Training is the first key to a successful volunteer. Proper training
allows the volunteer to feel secure in their position.
2. Standards. Even volunteers need job descriptions. It allows the
volunteers to know what is expected of them and helps you maintain the
quality of service, help them and you measure success and gives you an
out should you need to remove them from their position. Make sure you
let them know how much time will be required of them and what you
expect of them when they are on the job. People like to know what is
expected of them, it helps them function better in their role.
3. Appreciation. Volunteers aren’t paid so its all the more important that
they feel appreciated. Please and thank you still go a long way. One
thing I carved money out of the budget for each year was a volunteer
appreciation dinner at a local restaurant. Awards for exemplary service,
nothing big even just a certificate of thanks and something like a coupon
for a free Sunday off or a giftcard to starbucks. Other ways are by
surprising the group with dounuts one morning, small things like that. Its
up to you to decide what works best for your team.



Principle 3: Crowd-Sourcing Tools & Equipment
There are some who may not be able to volunteer their time for various reasons
but you also will want to utilize those who can volunteer equipment and tools.
Computers, software, cameras and so forth.
1. Remember to be respectful of the possessions of others
2. Keep it safe and in good working condition
3. Return it to them the way you found it and when you promised you would.
As long as you do that you can borrow what you can’t afford.

Principle 4: Prioritization
Planning is key. When you get done brainstorming, list all the individual tasks
within the project and rank them according to priority. Identify the ones that are
required and determine how much time and money they are going to require. If
you have budget left after that move on to the list of things that would be nice.
We can rarely accomplish all the things we would like, Sometimes we can’t even
do all the things that are required. That’s when you have to start thinking about
plan B and C. It takes creativity on your part to get as much as you want done
completed within the limitations you have of time, money and man power.

Principle 5: Low Cost & Open Source Resources
Thanks to the open source community there are many software alternatives
available for free that will allow you to accomplish the same things you would
with the more pricy mainstream counterparts. Can’t afford Photoshop download
GimpShop. Don’t have room in the budget for Office grab OpenOffice. (See the
Source List for more information.)

Video On The Shoestring
You can purchase an HD video camera for around $200 that fits in the palm of
your hand. Is it the greatest quality, of course not but is it as good or better than
much more expensive standard def cameras from 2 or 3 years ago, yeah it is.
Part of your job is to recognize the limitations of equipment like this and devise
strategies to work around them. These small cameras don’t work well in low
light, big surprise, so the work around is to shoot out doors where you get more
light that doesn’t cost anything. That gives you better shot and makes your
video look that much better. If you have a video camera that accepts an external
mic spend the $20 - $30 bucks for a lav mic at Radio Shack. One key to video
editing is that you can work around bad quality video (you make it the style)
what you can’t work around as well is bad audio.

Final Thoughts
Think long term. You want to plan for your future not just deal with your current
situation. Do some dreaming, make some plans. Decide what you want your
ministry to look like 1-3-5 years form now and decide what it will take to get to
your dream and then devise a plan to get there and attack.


